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AMJC Cultural Gala Feast - Sardar 2022
Sardar 2022, a cultural extravaganza was celebrated with
much pomp and splendour at Agurchand Manmull Jain
College, Meenambakkam on  14th May 2022.                         
 The management had organised this grand fest in fond
memory of  their former Secretary  Shri Sardarmull Chordia. 
The intra-collegiate fest kickstarted around 10 am and there
were  40 odd stalls by the young and energetic student
entrepreneurs. Jukebox was the favourite corner as the
students grooved to various medleys from the DJ. With the
huge crowd cheering , the students had great fun dancing to
different songs.
Students thronged the appetizing food stalls and also the
other stalls that had a variety of games as well as handicraft
products and homemade soaps. 
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The first event was singing competition judged by
celebrity singers Mr. Vimal Raj Chordia and       
Ms. Anuradha Venkat. The student participants
competed with each other making it really tougher
for the judges. It was a spectacular and fun-filled
evening for those who were a part of this gala fest
Sardar 2022. The campus came alive with the livewire
performances of the talented students. 

The judges later gave away the prizes for the winning
teams of the music competition.

1st prize- Madness Team - Rs. 10,000 cash prize
2nd prize- Crew 5 Rhythmic Stars- Rs.5000 cash prize
3rd place – Hip Hop Devils - Rs.2000 cash Prize.              

Cine actor,  Kathir of Vikram Vedha fame, made his
glittering presence in the event. 

The main sponsors for the cultural fest were Medopharm
and Doshicon while the co-sponsor was Go Colours.
Besides these sponsors, stalls  were exhibited by A&A
Electric Motor, IIKM MBA School,  Chennai Business
School, Kurukshetra Business IAS Coaching centres.
The cultural events started at 3 pm with celebrities from
various fields adorning the events as judges. The
Management felicitated all the judges of the events. 



The most awaited event of the day, the dance
competition, rocked the cultural fest. Choreographer
Ms.Mansi Bhatt, Reality dance show, Mr.Tamilarasan,
Assistant Director of Reality dance show, Dance Jodi
Dance and Mr.Rahul judged the dance competition. 
 Merriment and fun was at its peak as participants
rocked the show with their stellar performances.

                               

Infanta Gracey -III BCA
S. Aadhitya- III BBA
S. Ramesh -II B.Com B.M
M. Agni -III B.A Philosophy
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The valedictory was held in the presence of few more
stars adorning the evening. Mr. Sanjay Shankar, son of
yesteryear actor Mr. Jaishankar and popular TV actor,
Mr.Rajkamal spoke a few encouraging words to the
students and announced the prize winners.
The result of the dance competition were announced
amidst huge crowd cheering.
1st prize- The Flexers Team – Rs.10,000 cash prize
2nd prize-  Shadow Squad Team – Rs.5000 cash prize
3rd place – The Four Couples Team -Rs. 2000 cash
Prize

The College Secretary Shri.Udhan Kumar Chordia
along with  a couple of Committee members graced the
occasion. 

The next event was variety entertainment by the
students. Leadership coach Krithika Ajay and Actor
Sanjay Asrani judged the competition. The variety
programme was stunning and one of the teams was
instantly adjudged the best of all by the judges.

1st prize- Porkalai Veerargal Team - Rs. 10,000 cash
prize
2nd prize-  Fit Tok Team-- Rs. 5000 cash prize
3rd place -  Mastero Mimers Team-  Rs. 2000 cash Prize

Mr. Rahul made a surprise announcement that six
dance performers were selected  for the second
round of audition for Zee Tamizh’s  Dance Jodi Dance
programme.
The dancers selected were



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN LOGISTICS AND 
SHIPPING  GUEST LECTURE

 On 18th April 2022 the Department of Business Administration

of Agurchand Manmull Jain College conducted a Guest lecture

on the topic “CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN LOGISTICS AND

SHIPPING” at Parasmal Chordia Seminar Hall between 3.30 pm

to 5.00 pm. The Chief Guest for the event was

Prof.S.MADHANAGOPAL, M.B.A.,ACS., EDUCATION

SPECIALIST,CHENNAI, INDIA.The event started with Jain

Maha Mantra followed by Thamizh Thaai Vazhthu. The chief

guest was honoured by Advisor, Ms.S. Malini Jain and the

welcome address was given by Dr M.Hemasundari, Coordinator

The Chief Guest was introduced by Dr. V.Muthukumar,

Assistant Professor. The guest spoke about  career

opportunities in logistics and shipping in India.The student's 

 knowledge was upgraded in a better way about  logistics

management.There was an interaction session by the students

with the speaker, followed by the vote bf thanks by

Dr.N.Sudhakaran (Assistant Professor). The event ended with

the National Anthem. 

 Talk on “Inclusion in the light of Geo-politics”
 The Department of Psychology organised a seminar on the theme

“Inclusion in the light of Geo-politics” moderated by Rev. Fr. Dr.

Louie Albert, S. J, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology,

Loyola College and Dean, LIBA. The event took place on the 26th of

April, 2022 at Shri Parasmal Chordia Seminar Hall between 2pm

and 4pm. 

The seminar interrogated questions evoked by the current geo-

political crisis and the humanitarian stress through the twin

perspective of pyscho-social aspects. Drawing inspiration from the

tradition of sociology, he explored how geo-epistemic diversity can

help combat ethno-nationality. Taking seriously the various

developments and insights, this session reflected on how the

battleground for contestation and legitimation ruined the inclusive

nature. While the core countries focuses on grouping and re-

grouping label of pluralism is far from reality. With development

induced destruction, exclusivity has become the new normal. 

With shrinking humanness, settlement of refugees and migrants

has become a sight of contestation. Through our collective pursuit

of constructing a truly global world, we have to function as one

family as emphasised in “Vasudeva kutambakkam.”

Together, lets try to create a world of inclusion with no socio-

economic, cultural barriers. 

All the psychology students took part in the event and were greatly

benefitted by the talk. 

EARTH DAY EVENT 
The Department of B.Com Information Systems Management and

B.Com Bank Management and B.Com Marketing Management

conducted an Inter-departmental competition on 22nd April 2022

named "TRASH TO TREASURE”, on account of World Earth Day,

which is celebrated by billions of people around the globe on April 22

every year, to come together in promoting awareness for the health of

our environment. The event started with Prayer and Thamizh Thai

Vazhthu. The gathering of the event was welcomed by Ms.M.Priya,

Senior Co-ordinator. The Chief Guest and Internal Judges were

introduced by Dr.R.Kuraloviyan, Co-ordinator, Department of

Information Systems & Management. The Chief Guest, Dr. Obed

Jackson, Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, Tourism and

Travel Management (SFS), Madras Christian College, Chennai, spoke

about his early experiences with caring for flora as part of school

assignments and how this motivated him to pursue a career in the

field of Travel, Tourism and Geography. He emphasized the need to

ensure that our environment is kept safe and sound in exchange for us

humans utilizing its natural resources abundantly, especially now that

global warming has become prominent in many parts of the world. He

congratulated the participants of the competition for coming forward

in displaying various beautiful decorative and productive items made

from scrap materials.Apart from the Guest of Honour, the

competition was judged by Internal Judges, Dr. J. Isravel

Prabhakaran, Co-ordinator, Department of Tourism and Travel

Management and Ms. Sherry Jose, Co-ordinator, Department of

Psychology and Public Administration.After the presentations, the

Advisor, Mrs. Malini Jain commended the participants for their

wonderful presentations and exhibition of recycled products. She

announced the teams who won the first 3 places and certificates with

cash prizes were given to the teams, as follows:

FIRST PLACE- Team 22: Sankaranarayanan.D (19B067) from the

Department of Commerce (General).

SECOND PLACE- Team 20: Kruthika.C (21D101), Pavithra.K

(21D137) and Priyanka Sri.G (21D144) from the Department of

Information Systems Management.

THIRD PLACE- Team 14: V.Lingeshwar (20BM015), R.Madhavan

(20BM065) and Sowmiyanarayanan.S (20BM043) from the

Department of Bank Management.

Vote of thanks was proposed by Mr.S.P.Ramanathan, Co-ordinator,

Department of Bank Management & Marketing Management and

compering was done by Ms.Reji, Department of Information Systems

Management. Technical support was provided by Ms.

S.Muthulakshmi, Mr.Ganapathy and Mr.A.Venkatesh. The event

concluded with the National Anthem.



TECHNO WIZARDS 
The “TECHNO WIZARDS”, an intercollegiate competition was

conducted by the Department of Computer Science on Tuesday

10.5.2022. The inauguration started with lighting of lamp ceremony

in the Padma Shri Mohanmull Chordia indoor stadium at 10 A.M. The

brochure and trophies of the event were opened by the chief guest

Mr. B. Srinath (mimicry & theatre artist, Silambam & fire art

performer). The events such as Hear and Here, Brianiac, Find if you

can (Quiz), Sugar and Salt and Channel surfing are conducted as on-

stage events. Canva designer, Memes and Mash ups were conducted

as off-stage events.Nearly 21 colleges, namely Bishop Heber College,

Trichy, M.A.M. Engineering College, Trichy, VELS University,

BHARATH University, St. Joseph college of Arts and Science,

Gurunanak College, Dr. MGR Janaki College of Arts and Science for

Women, Chellammal college, DG Vaishnava College, SSS Jain

College, DB Jain College, Margregorious College, New Prince Bhavani

Arts and Science college, SDNB Vaishnav College, SIVET College,

Vidhya Sagar Women’s College, PERI Institute of Technology,

Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda College, Asan Memorial College,

MEASI Institute, Chevaliar T. Thomas Elizabeth College for Women

from which 365 students actively participated in all the events.The

events were hosted by J. Vishnu Kannan, R. Ragul and P. Logambal of

I M.Sc(CS). The events were conducted by the staff, representatives

and volunteers of department of computer science. There were

cultural programs like dance, music, songs and variety programs

performed by the computer science students to entertain the

participants.The valedictory function was held at Bhagwan Mahaveer

Gyan Bhavan at 5 P.M. The chief guests Dr. V. Raghunathan (Family

physician & Diabetologist, Medical officer, UPHC, Corporation of

Chennai), and Mr. A. Nanda Kumar (Director, A2D factory) were

welcomed and introduced by Dr. S. Aruna, Coordinator, Department

of Computer Science. They were felicitated with shawl and memento

by Ms. S. Malini Jain advisor, The event report was presented by Ms.

M. Priya, Senior coordinator. The prize winners were given their

prizes followed by a photo session with chief guests, winners, runners

of all the events, volunteers and staff of the Department of Computer

Science. 

AUTOMATED TESTING – SELENIUM IDE SEMINAR 
The department of Computer Science conducted a one day seminar on

21.04.2022 on the topic “AUTOMATED TESTING – SELENIUM

IDE”.Chief Guest was Dr. C. PRIYA,  Associate Professor, Dept of IT &

School of Computing Sciences, VISTAS, Chennai.The seminar started

with an invocation. It was hosted by Mr. B. Magesh and Ms. H. Diya of II

B.Sc(CS) .  The gathering was welcomed by Ms. M. Priya, Senior

Coordinator and the chief guest was introduced by Dr. S. Aruna,

Coordinator, Department of Computer Science. The chief guest was

felicitated with a shawl and memento by the Advisor Ms. S. Malini Jain.

The second and third year students of B.Sc(CS)  and  first year students

of M.Sc(CS) actively participated in the seminar. The speaker started

with a brief introduction to software testing, various testing strategies,

validating the test results with real time examples, open source

automated testing tools, features of Selenium and explained the scope

and opportunities in software testing. The speaker made the session

live and interesting by downloading the selenium IDE, step by step

installation process and explained how to use Selenium IDE for

automated testing of web pages using Amazon, Flipcart websites. The

session was very interactive and the students got clarifications

regarding open source and commercial testing tools, code testing,

event testing of web pages, recording and playing back the testing

process. The program gave the insights on automated testing using

Selenium IDE with real world examples. A brief report on highlights of

the program was presented by Mr. Sheyras G Krishnan of II B.Sc(CS).

Vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. T.K. Dhanush Kiran, II B.Sc(CS).

The seminar ended with the National Anthem.

VIRTUAL POWER SEMINAR 
The department of Computer Science jointly with ICT ACADEMY conducted virtual

power seminar on 22.04.2022 in the topic “DATA SCIENCE AND IT’S APPLICATIONS”.

The Chief Guest was Mr. PANKAJ MUTHE,  PROGRAM MANAGER, QLIK.The power

seminar started with an invocation and the program was hosted by Mr. P. Yogesh, III

B.Sc(CS). Advisor  Ms. S. Malini Jain and Senior Coordinator Ms. M. Priya were attended

the event. The gathering was welcomed by Mr. Vetrivelan, I B.Sc(CS). The Chief Guest

was introduced by Dr. S. Aruna, Co-ordinator, Department of Computer Science. The UG

and PG students actively participated in the virtual power seminar. The program was

conducted in virtual meeting platform ZOOM and live streamed in YOUTUBE. The

speaker started with a brief introduction to Qlik, gave Anecdotes and examples in

analytics and explained the scope and opportunities in data science. He gave details

about Qlik academic program. The session was very interactive and the students were

informed regarding enrolment, duration, pre requisite knowledge and scope for the

program. The program gave some insights on data science and its applications with real

world examples. A brief report on highlights of the program was presented by Ms. S.

Sasikala, Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science. Vote of thanks was

proposed by Mr. A. Hari Prasad, I M.Sc(CS). The power seminar ended with the National

Anthem.



EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO NIEPMD AND
DAKSHINACHITRA 

The Department of Psychology organized a One Day Educational

trip to National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with

Multiple Disabilities (NIEPMD) and Dakshinachitra,  Muttukadu,

Chennai on 13th May 2022 for the second and third year B.Sc

Psychology students. Thirty seven students joined the trip and

they were accompanied by three faculty members. The trip

started at 8.30 AM from college campus and ended by 6 PM. The

students were given an orientation by the hospital staff and were

given a tour of various departments available in the hospital.

They had an interactive session with Mr. Karthikeyan, Head of

the Department, Clinical Psychology, NIEPMD about the services

available in NIEPMD and the possible career aspects in the field

of psychology. It was very informative to the students and they

found it extremely useful to witness all those services available

in the hospital, especially considering psychology more about

applying all the theories which students learn in their class. The

educational trip to NIEPMD ended by 2 PM and after lunch the

students were taken to Dakshinachitra Museum. It was an

exciting cross cultural living museum of art, architecture,

lifestyles, crafts and performing arts of South India. The

students had a great time getting to know the South Indian

culture and witnessing the art and architecture of the museum.

They also witnessed the inauguration of the Rajasthani festival

where they listened to desert folk music and Kalbelia dance by

artists. The whole trip was very informative and the students

found it very useful.
COMGALA 2022

 TRIP  to PONDY 
The Department of French, organized an Educational Trip to

Pondicherry for French Students on 01.04.2022. Around 75 French

students joined the trip from Shift II.  Six Staff members accompanied

the students for the trip. Consent slips were collected from the parents

of the students. The tour commenced at 7.10 a.m from the College and

returned by 9.30p.m. The places covered during the tour were:Mother

Ashram, Museum Aura Ville, and French Colony. Travel bus “Raja Rani

Travels” was arranged for the trip.The students enjoyed the trip and

gave feedback.

The outcome:

The students were able to identify different words in French. They were

taken to French colony where they could find names of the streets in

French. At the museum they learnt about paintings of olden period,

coins used in olden days, furniture used by kings, weapons used during

war time, vessels and utensils used by old age people and so on. In

Auroville, documentary film was showed featuring the construction

work of Auroville by Aurobindo and Mother, the year in which it was

built and the countries which participated in it. The students learnt

about Duplex, former Governor General of France and took photo in

front of the statue.

Social Media

M.Jaya Surya
IB bsc computer science

The corporate world today is mercurial and the rate at which it is 
 hastens, it is not just sufficient for a student of commerce to have
sound theoretical knowledge but must also be exposed to face the
upcoming challenges that the future holds. To familiarize the
students to the practical aspects of the corporate world, on 12th
May 2022 the Department of Commerce had organized COMGALA
2022 – Inter College Competition at 11.00 a.m. in Padma Shri
Mohanmull Chordia Indoor Stadium. Mr. Aarif Rahman, a famous
YouTuber and Food Vlogger, was invited as the chief guest to grace
the event. He gave a speech on how YouTube can be a successful
career option and then inaugurated the events of the day. The
events conducted were Ad-Selfie, Ad-Mad, Corporate Roadies, I-
Expo, My Dream Project, Young Manager, Waste to Wonder, Debate
& Connections. Around 450 students from various colleges in
Chennai participated to portray their talent in the competitions.
Each event had 3 prizes which were adjudged by a pool of
professors. Fusion of talent, imagination, creativity, time
management, decision-making, alertness, and spontaneity were
the hallmarks of the competition. The main motto of this event was
to promote the field of commerce, and its branches. Mr. Adithya
Suresh, famous Model Cum Actor & Mr. Sujith Kumar, a Vijay TV
actor and Model, were invited as the Chief Guests for the
valedictory function. They spoke about the ways of  getting into
acting, as many students have dreams of taking up a career in the
film industry. This was followed by the distribution of the prizes to
the winners of the events. The program concluded with the vote of
thanks, followed by the National Anthem. The day-long events
turned out to be a grand success with the support of staff &
students of the commerce department.



1. Painting
2. Photography
3. Staff Articles
4. Student Articles
5. Cartoon Strips
6. Poems
7. Tech Updates
8. DIY Projects
9. Video recordings of participation in music kutcheri's or music creation
[It can be vocal carnatic, hindustani, veena, guitar] will be given as a link.
Time duration 2 min

All articles must be submitted with self-declaration of the staff and
student, that it is his/her original work and not taken from any other
source.

Articles are published in this Newsletter on a first come first serve basis,
the upcoming issues will carry the rest.

All selected and published articles and columns will have the Name,
Photograph, Department and Roll number of the students.

With regard to publishing of the articles the editorial board has full
rights to correct, change or reject the articles and their decision is final.
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Lafrancophonie Guest Lecture 
The Department of French conducted a Guest Lecture on 27th

April 2022 at Sri ParasmalChordia Seminar Hall  from 2.00 p.m to

3.00 p.m. Dr.C.Thirumurugan, Head & Associate Professor,

Department of French,Pondicherry University, was the resource

person  on that day. Dr.C.Thirumurugan delivered a guest lecture

on the topic      "Lafrancophonie”.  The resource person explained

the term francophonie, the meaning of francophonie, the person

who derived it, the countries that speak French and how many

people speak French and so on. He also gave more information

about Higher studies related to French and job opportunities

related to French. The term “La francophonie“ was derived by

Onseime Reclus in 1880. It means the togetherness of people and

countries where French is spoken. Around 100 French students

from 1st & 2nd year attened the Guest Lecture. Ms.Abinaya,

student of II BSC Psycology was the MC for the day. Few French

students sang Jain Mantra and Tamil Thai Vazthu.

Ms.NeelamLuhadia, Assistant Professor, Department of French,

Shift II delivered the Welcome Address. Ms.KavithaKrishnaraj,

Assistant Professor, Department of French, Shift-II  introduced

the Guest to the audience. Mr. Suriya kalki of BCA proposed the

vote of thanks.Ms. S. Malini Jain, Advisor, honoured the Guest

with a momento and Dr. S. Rajendra Prasad, Senior Coordinator

honored the Guest with  a shawl. The students gave a feedback on

the lecture and gained more knowledge about French and

countries where they speak French. They also got information

about French studies and higher studies in France. They asked

questions to the Guest about PG studies which are available

online.The programme ended with National Anthem.

Yoga session on Stress Management and well-being workshop for the

women staff and girl students of Agurchand Manmull Jain College

was conducted by Women development Cell from 19.04.2022 to

23.04.2022 at ANNEX Seminar Hall. Training session was conducted

by Mrs.S.Banupriya,Msc(YOGA) and Mrs.A.Kavitha,M.A(YOGA) ,Yoga

teacher's of Agurchand Manmull Jain School.They were felicitated

with a memento by our advisor and  coordinator of WDC Mrs.S.Malini

Jain.The art of practicing Yoga, helps to control an individual's mind,

body and manages stress and anxiety.It helps in better breathing,

assists in meditation and its asanas help in increasing flexibility,

muscle strength, body toning and improving abdominal functions. The

Training was well received by all the participants.

Yoga session


